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Abstract— The  geographically  distributed   software  

development  has  attained   a  significant  attraction  in software  

development industry  since last few decades due to its wide 

acceptance across the globe. The main essence of geographically 

distributed  software development is to expand  company working 

by follow-the-sun  strategy,  get  skilled  labors  at  cheaper   rates  

from  low  economy  regions  of  world  and  pool-up  company 

resources  to raise their utilization  graph.  The requirements 

elicitation process is considered  as one of the most challenging 

tasks  during  software  development  process  in  traditional as  

well as geographically distributed software development projects 

due to its social and collaborative  nature. This article presents a 

comprehensive insight about major challenges faced by 

requirements elicitation teams engaged in geographically 

distributed software development projects.  The article also 

elaborates the possible strategies, which can be adopted to 

minimize the negative impact of geological distribution of software 

development activities. The presented study will help the 

requirements elicitation teams to better plane their requirements 

elicitation sessions for geological distributed software 

development projects by encountering the expected hurdles. 

 
Index Terms— Requirements Elicitation,  Requirements 

Elicitation  in GSD, Requirements Elicitation Challenges, 

Distributed Requirements Elicitation, Distributed Software 

Development.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE requirements  engineering  is  considered  as  the most  

critical  part  of  software  development  process due    to   

its    dual    nature    of    engineering   work accomplished  

through social collaborations.  The dual nature of requirements 

engineering process makes it a challenging    endeavor    for   

software    development teams.     The    main     objective     of    

requirements engineering     stage    is    to    collect    the    

product requirements from its intended clients and formally 

document them as specification document [1-5]. In order to 

accomplish the requirements engineering objectives, it is   

further   divided   into    four   major   phases   of requirements      

elicitation     process,     requirements analysis    and    negotiation    

process,    requirements specification   process   and   

requirements   validation process. Normally, these four phases 

of requirements engineering   process   are executed   in   form 

of an incremental   iterative   process.   These   requirements 

engineering process is usually known as requirements 
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engineering spiral process as is shown in Fig. 1. The given 

figure is a self-exploratory figure, which  shows  that  internal  

phases  of  requirements engineering   are  executed  as  spiral  

activities.   The requirements     engineering     process     starts     

from requirements      elicitation      and      ends-up      after 

requirements validation [6-10].  The requirements  elicitation 

process  starts  initially  and  ends-up  with  a  set  of informal  

statements  of  requirements  as its outcome. After   the   

completion   of requirements,   elicitation phase,   the   

requirements   analysis   and   negotiation phases is started and 

it ends-up with a set of agreed requirements as its outcome. 

After the completion of requirements   analysis   and   

negotiation   phase,   the requirements specification phase starts 

and ends-up with a draft requirements document as its outcome.  

 
Fig. 1: Requirements Engineering Process. 

After the completion of the requirements specification phase, 

the requirements validation phase starts and ends-up with a 

validated requirements document and a requirements validation 

report as its outcomes. After the   completion   of requirements   

validation   phase, decision is made about either accept the 

requirements document and release it or re-enter the spiral again 

for additional iterations [11-15].  
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The requirements   elicitation   is considered   as   the frontline     

task     performed     during     requirements engineering process 

[1]. The requirements  elicitation task  is full of formal  and  

informal  communications between   requirements   analyst’s   

team  and  product user’s  team  to   reach  the  product  

conception   [2, 16-23]. Therefore, the requirements elicitation 

is considered as   a   socially   enriched   task   of   whole   

software development life cycle.  The requirements  elicitation 

task  is  further  sub-divided  into  four  major  phases including 

the objective establishment, the background understanding,  the  

knowledge  organization  and  the requirements gathering as is 

shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1: Phases in Requirements Elicitation 

In   the   phase   of   objectives   establishment,   three activities   

are performed   including   business   goals achievements,    

anticipated    problem   scoping    and system constraints fixing.  

After the completion of objective   establishment,   background-

understanding phase   starts.   In   this   phase,   three   activities   

are performed       including       organization       structure 

understanding, application domain understanding and existing 

systems understanding [24-26].  After the completion of 

background-understanding phase, the knowledge organization 

phase starts. In this phase, three activities are performed 

including identifying key stakeholders, prioritizing system 

goals and knowledge filtration. After   the   completion   of   

knowledge   organization phase, the requirements gathering 

phase starts. In this phase,   three   activities are performed 

including stakeholder’s requirements gathering, domain 

requirements gathering and organization requirements 

gathering. All these   four phases of requirements elicitation are 

performed iteratively/incrementally   to elicit the product 

requirements from its intended users and meet the vision and 

scope of the product defined at early stages of software 

development life cycle. 

II. GLOBALLY DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE 

DEVELOPMENT  

Globally      Distributed       Software      Development 

commonly  known  as  global  software  development (GSD)  

has  become  the  key  trend  in  the  area  of software    

development.    It   is   motivated    by   the opportunities   of   

reaching   mobility   in   resources, obtaining   extra   knowledge,   

getting   better-skilled labor,    speeding    time-to-market     and    

increasing operational efficiency [3].  The globally distributed 

software development is based on the collaboration of client 

teams, onsite development team and offshore development 

team as is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3: Globally Distributed Software Teams 

 

Therefore, globally distributed software development is 

accompanied with many challenges along with its associated 

benefits [3].  The software development companies need to 

manage the inherited challenges of global software 

development   to gain the business level benefits generated from 

it. The majority of the software development activities become 

challenging in   global   software   development   [4].   The   

most important   activity   influenced   by   global   software 

development    context    include    the    requirements elicitation 

process running between distributed user’s teams and analyst’s 

teams [5].  The main challenges faced  by  requirements  

elicitation  process  in  global software  development projects  

include  issues  raised due to  geographical  distribution,  

temporal  diversity, cultural diversity and linguistic diversity.   

The geographical distribution becomes the main cause of 

diversity in time zones, diversity in cultures and diversity in 

linguistic aspects [4].  High geographical distribution    raises    

these    diversities    while    low geographical   distributions 

reduces these diversities and vice versa.  In  order  to  manage  

the  effects  of geographical  distribution  on  the  work  

products,  the software    development    companies    manage    

these aspects by giving  trainings to their employees  about 

client’s organization cultures and manage their works by    

adjusting  working  hours  according  to the overlapping time 

intervals [6]. 

III. REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION CHALLENGES IN 

GSD  

Consider the given Table-I, which shows contextual factors   

involved   in   global   software   development projects.  The 

table shows that there are nine major contextual factors 

involved in   globally distributed software development 
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projects. These nine contextual factors include cultural 

diversity, language variations, customized  user  interfaces,  

varied  local  standards, different      local      regulations,      

regional      issues, educational  backgrounds,   work  context  

issues  and environmental conditions [5, 7, 8]. 

Table-I: Contextual Factors in RE-GSD 
 

S# 
Contextual 

Factor 

Effects on System 

Development 

 

 

 

1 

Temporal The   temporal    diversity may drive the  

changes in the                development 

schedules    and   working modes.    It also 

affects communicational    modes of 

development teams. 

Diversity 

 

 

 

2 

Cultural The    cultural     diversity may drive the  

changes in system functions, features and                

interactional behavior.  It  also  affects 

the design  and  aesthetics of user 

interface. 

Diversity 

 

 

3 

Language Customer  may  prefer  to use their local  

languages, which  might  be different 

from  the  languages  used by developers. 

Variation 

 

 

 

4 

Customized The  variations  in   social and  cultural  

norms  may drive   the   variations   in 

design  of  user  interfaces including          

aesthetics, design    and    interaction 

modes. 

User 

Interface 

 

5 

Varied The  customer  may  have varied    local     

standards including     measurement 

standards, calendars. This variation  can  

affect  their working patterns. 

Local 

Standards 

 

 

6 

Different The  customer  may  have different       

rules       and regulations   imposed   by 

their local authorities and country policy 

matters. 

Local 

Regulations 

 

 

 
7 

Regional The       multiple       users belonging    to     

different regions      may      require 

different types  and levels of      

customizations   in product development. 

Issues 

 

 

 

8 

Educational The customers  may  have different          

educational standards                     and 

backgrounds.  Their  level of     

understanding      for software may vary. 

Backgrounds 

 

 

 
9 

Work Different              cultures, languages,                 

local regulations   and  political contexts  

may  change  the working      contexts      of 

customers. 

Context 

Issues 

 

 

10 

Environmental The  different   geological locations      

may     cause different     environmental 

conditions for system use and 

maintenance.  

Conditions 

 

 

A.   Temporal Diversity 

The temporal diversity may drive the changes in the 

development schedules and working modes.  It also affects the 

communicational modes of development teams.  The main 

source of   temporal diversity   is geographical distribution 

around the different time zones of the world. The variations of 

time zones push the software development teams to shift their 

working hours   and working modes by considering clients 

overlapping work-hours. 

The temporal overlap directly affects the communicational    

modes/styles used by software development teams to interact 

with their clients. If the temporal overlap between software 

developer’s team and product client’s team is low, then 

development teams are mostly recommended to use 

asynchronous communication modes like emails and 

asynchronous interactive white boards. If the  temporal   overlap 

between software developer’s team   and   product client’s  team  

is  high,  then development  teams  are mostly    recommended 

to use the  synchronous communication   modes  like  chats  and  

synchronous interactive   white  boards.   If   the   temporal   

overlap between   software   developer’s   team   and   product 

client’s team is medium, then development teams are mostly 

recommended to use mixed communication modes 

(synchronous as well as asynchronous). 

B.   Cultural Diversity 

The cultural   diversity   may drive the changes in system 

functions, features and interactional behavior. It also affects the 

design and   aesthetics of user interface. The cultural diversity 

may affect the design of user interfaces as well as functionalities   

and features of the product.  The main  effect  of cultural 

diversity on user interfaces may appear in the form of variations 

in  the aesthetics of GUI designs including variations  in  styles,  

variations  in  coloring  schemes and  variations  in  text  

displaying  modes.  Therefore, the cultural diversity directly 

affects the aesthetical design layouts of the user interfaces of 

the product. 

C. Language Variations 

Customer may prefer to use their local languages, which 

might be different from the languages used by developers. The 

customer may prefer to use their local languages during   

communications with developers about   product   requirements.   

In addition, it quite possible that, customer/users may prefer to 

use their local languages on user interfaces like GUI. In such 

scenarios, we may need to use language translation plugins 

provided by third party venders in product development. 

D. Customized User Interface  

The variations in social and cultural norms may drive the 

variations in design of user interfaces including aesthetics, 

design and mutual interaction modes. The variations in client’s 

cultural norms may drive the changes in the aesthetical design 

aspects of graphical user interfaces of the product. The 

interaction modes and scenarios may also vary due to the 

variations in social and cultural norms of the clients. In 
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addition, the working norms of client organizations may also 

affect the design of customized user interfaces of the product 

for some specific clients. 

E. Varied Local Standards 

The   customer   may   have   varied   local   standards 

including   measurement   standards,   calendars.   This variation   

can affect   their   working   patterns.   This variation    in    local    

standards    would    drive    the implementation    of    system   

and   design   of   user interfaces of the anticipated product.  The 

software development companies need to keep aligned with the 

local regulations of the client’s organizations.  This is because 

client’s organization is going to use the product as per their 

native regulations. 

F. Different Local Regulations 

The    customer    may    have    different    rules    and 

regulations imposed by their local authorities and country   

policy   matters.   This   variation   in   local regulations would 

also drive the implementation of system and design of user 

interfaces of the anticipated product.  The software  

development  companies  need to  keep  aligned  with  the  local  

regulations  of  the client’s    organizations.    This   is   because    

client’s organization is going to use the product as per their 

native regulations. 

G. Regional Issues 

The multiple users belonging to different regions may require 

different types and levels of customizations in product   

development.   These   customizations   may include   

customizations    in   user   interfaces,   main product utilities, 

product features and product quality attributes. Hence, it is 

mandatory for the requirements elicitation teams to consider the 

regional issues of the client’s organization to capture their 

software needs with more accuracy and relevancy. 

H. Educational Backgrounds 

The   customers may have different educational standards     

and     backgrounds.  Their level of understanding for software 

may vary. The variations in educational background may 

directly affect the design of user interfaces.  Hence, it is 

mandatory for the requirements elicitation teams to consider the 

educational backgrounds of the client to capture their software 

needs with more accuracy and relevancy. 

I. Work Context Issues 

Different cultures, languages, local regulations and political 

contexts may change the working contexts of customers.   The 

w o r k i n g  context is mostly a k e y  indicator   about   the   

working   environment of the client’s organization.  Hence, 

work      context consideration would be traced from the 

background understanding s t a g e  o f  t he requirements  

e l i c i t a t i o n  phase. 

J. Environmental Conditions 

The different geological locations may cause different 

environmental    conditions    for    system    use    and 

maintenance.   This   would   cause   changes   to   user interface 

designs and functionality variations specific to different 

environmental conditions.  The variations in environmental 

conditions may also be caused due to the temporal dispersions. 

IV. REQUIREMENTS PROBLEMS OCCURRED DUE TO 

RE-GSD CONTEXT   

We presents a set of problems    or    issues    raised    in    

system/software requirements due to the requirements 

engineering in global software development (RE-GSD) 

context. The different problems raised in requirements may 

include incomplete   requirements,   ambiguous   requirements, 

unstable requirements, inconsistent requirements, incomplete 

domain analysis, requirements omission, requirements 

misconception, requirements different understandability,    less   

requirements due to less communications and incorrect 

requirements [8, 9, 10]. 

1. Incomplete Requirements 

The   main   cause   of   this   problem   is   the   poor 

understandability of requirements.  The  poor  system 

understandability  is considered as the one of the most critical  

issues  faced  by  developers  working  in  the global   software   

development   [11,  12].  The poor understandability of 

requirements is because in GSD environments     there     is    a    

lack  of informal communications during project development 

between developers and clients. 

 

2. Ambiguous Requirements 

The  requirements  ambiguity  may  occur  due  to  the unclear  

system  understandability   and  poor  domain understandability     

[12,  13]. The requirements ambiguity can be removed by 

writing them in a way in   which   each   requirement   may   

have   only   one interpretation.  The requirements ambiguity 

may also occur due to the wrong interpretations of the textual 

communications performed using synchronous or 

asynchronous methods. 

 

3. Unstable Requirements 

This  issue  occurs  due  to  the  frequent  requirements change  

requests  caused  by  poor  coordination   and understandability    

[14].   The   frequent   changes   in system requirements affect 

the project schedules and deadlines. The requirements change 

request made by clients push the developers to keep changing 

the product implementations. 

 

4. Inconsistent Requirements 

It may occur due to the poor clarity of system caused by poor 

coordination among key stakeholders [15]. The requirements  

inconsistency  is also considered as one  of  the  main  reasons  

of  system  changes.  The requirements inconsistency may also 

occur due to the variations in stakeholders of product on client 

side during requirements communication and negotiations. 

 

5. Incomplete Domain Analysis 

This imperative issue may occur when stakeholders are 
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reluctant to reply [12, 13]. The poor participation of 

stakeholders in project conversations and meetings causes the 

incomplete domain analysis.  The  poor accessibility   of   

developers   to  client  organizations creates  a  major  hurdle  

for  them  to  understand  the client domain and organization 

completely. The main reason is the poor interactions and 

involvements of key stakeholders in product development 

process. 

 

6. Requirements Omission 

It may occur due to the poor communications among key 

stakeholders [13, 14]. The poor communication is considered 

as the one of the most critical issues faced by   developers   

working   in   the   global   software development projects.  The 

poor communication of requirements is because in GSD 

environments there is a lack of informal communications   

during project development between developers and clients. 

 

7. Requirements Misconception 

It    may    occur    due    to    the    unavailability    of 

communication   and contact among developers and users [14, 

15]. The poor system  understandability  is considered  as  the  

one  of  the  most  critical  issues, which may also lead to 

requirements  misconception. The poor understandability of 

requirements is because in GSD environments there is a lack of 

informal communications during project development between 

developers and clients. 

 

8. Requirements Different Understandability Primarily this 

issue may occur due to the language barrier between developers 

and users [15]. The main source   of   this   issue   is   the   

ambiguity   in   the requirements statements.  In  GSD  projects,  

there  is lack  of  informal  communications,   which  becomes 

cause  of  misunderstanding   of  written  requirements when   

interpreted   by   different   stakeholders.   The physical contact 

of development teams with client teams   enables   them   to   

resolve   this    issue   by performing informal communications. 

 

9. Less Requirements 

This   issue   may   occur   due   to   the   Time   zone differences   

because   in such scenarios,   developers assume requirements.   

The  poor  communication   is considered  as  the  one  of  the  

main  reasons  of  less requirements  gathering.  The poor 

communication of requirements is because in GSD 

environments there is a lack o f  informal  

c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  during project development 

between developers and clients. 

 
10. Incorrect Requirements 

It m a y    occur   due   to   the a s s u m p t i o n s    made   by 

developers   during p r o d u c t  r e q u i r e m e n t s    gathering, 

system   design a n d  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n .   The 

i n c o r r e c t  requirements r e f e r  to the invalid requirements.  

The invalid requirements  b e c o me  a major cause of not 

meeting the product scope defined in scope and vision 

document. The probability of occurrence of incorrect system   

requirements is more in the development environments    

where   there   is   lack   of    informal communications. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The  requirements  elicitation  is full  of informal  and formal 

communications between developer teams and client  teams  

during  product  conception  stage.  The requirements   

elicitation   is   affected   by   the   poor communications   and   

interactions   appeared   in the global software development 

projects.  There are a large number of challenges faced by 

requirements elicitation teams during global software 

development projects.  The main cause of all these challenges 

are the   traditional   GSD   constraints   of   geographical 

distribution,   temporal dispersion,   cultural diversity and 

linguistic diversity.  The better management of GSD major 

constraints improves the requirements elicitation   process   and   

its   outcomes   in   working environments     where     

development     teams     are geographically distributed around 

the world. 
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